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I. Introduction

During the past several years the heightened interest and consequent

increased activity in the submillimeter field have brought substantial

advances. Potential applications, military as well as scientific are now

closer to realization. These applications include radio astronomic.,

measurements, plasma diagnostics, frequency standards and spectroscopy,

atomospheric propagation, aeronomy, high-altitude aircraft- and satellite-

based surveillance, and point-to-point detection and image/scanning

systems.

Lincoln Laboratory's contribution has significantly changed the state

of technology in submillimeter detectors. We have improved the sen-

sitivity of Schottky diode heterodyne detectors from an NEP of 10-16 W/Hz

to 10-19 W/Hz, and the receiver/radiometer DSB mixer temperature to 42000K

throughout the submillimeter region. This gain in over three orders of

magnitude in sensitivity has had a significant impact on the entire field,

particularly since we have made an effort to widely distribute the tech-

nology and to collaborate or coorporate with other groups in the under-

taking of new experiments.

In the process of exploring the applications of this technology, the

problem now outstanding in the submillimeter region has become apparent,

namely the availability of sources. We propose to apply Lincoln

Laboratory's unique capabilities to the development of tunable sub-

millimeter sources suitable for both field applications and scientific

research. These sources are to be moderatively powerful (in the 1 to 10

mW range) and suitable for use as local oscillators as well as new

classes of spectroscopic experiments that depend on more power than has

previously been available.
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The long-term program plan is to phase out optically pumped lasers.

Although they are currently the workhorse in the field, they are too

unstable, too bulky and too restrictive in the frequency domain. The

sources we want to develop will be either completely solid state or h'brid

systems using powerful mm sources such as extended interaction oscillators

(EIOs) or carcinotrons; these tubes will be used in conjunction with solid

state components for harmonic generation.

Two of our approaches are based on technologies which we understand

and which will have a high probability of success. The first of these

involves a semiconductor device called a TUNNETT, which will be described

in detail below. The second approach makes use of our planar diodes.

Individual diodes can handle high mm powers without burnout. Thus, when

fabricated into arrays, it should be possible to illuminate a large nuner

of diodes with our 10 W, 140 GHz EIO and obtain substantial power in the

submillimeter.

Although the detector problem has been practically solved, there

remain many exciting developments in this area with the application of

planar technology. For example, we have demonstrated that surface-

oriented, planar Schottky diodes of the same type used in submillimeter

mixing are particularly suitable for observing the mixing of two optical

waves under reverse bias conditions. The immediate implication is that a

much simplified and reliable frequency chain can be established between

light waves and microwaves.

Planar technology has yet to be exploited for applications to mono-

lithically integrated antenna/mixer/FET structures, perhaps cooled to low

temperatures, to yield the lowest achievable noise temperatures in com-

pact, rugged configurations.
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Concurrent with the development of these new solid state sources and

detectors we propose a number of demonstration scientific experiments.

The purpose of these experiments will be both to delineate the capabili-

ties of the newly developed devices and to open up new areas of scientific

investigation. These experiments involve spectroscopy of atomic and

molecular beams, saturation spectroscopy, and optical and submillimeter

wave mixing.

II. Results to Date

Progress during the contract period has been reported in the semiannual

progress reports to ARO. Below are listed the significant highlights; the

details appear in the reprints which are appended to this report.

1. Radiometer/Receiver - A quasi-optical submillimeter radiometer Ras

been developed which has an NEP of 1 x 10-19W/Hz and a mixer tem-

perature of 4170*K (OSB). This radiometer/receiver is becoming the

basic detection system in a wide range of submillimeter investiga-

tions, including plasma diagnostics, radio astronomy, and labora-

tory and space spectroscopy. The corner-reflector mixer which has

resulted from this research program has been widely distributed to

other laboratories, and its figure of merit is now used as the

design standard for mixer capability in the submillimeter region.

2. Planar Diodes - Planar, surface-oriented Schottky diodes, in which

both terminals of the rectifying junction lie on the same surface,

have been fabricated and used as heterodyne detectors and harmonic

mixers at frequencies up to 900 GHz. These planar diodes have been

put to use in applications in which their greater physical and

electrical ruggedness, compared to whisker-contacted diodes, is a

significant advantage.
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3. Laser Physics - The planar diodes were used in an experiment in which

the frequency output of a high-power, pulsed far-infrared laser was

analyzed by heterodyning the laser signal with a klystron harmonic.

The resultant IF was fed into a surface-acoustic-wave dispersive delay

line which converted the pulse into a frequency vs time display. By

virtue of this real-time spectral analysis on each laser pulse, the

contributions of three narrow longitudinal modes to a 385 j&m 020 laser

spectral linewidth were resolved. Furthermore, confirmation was

obtained that the lasing mechanism is via a stimulated Raman process

which tunes linearly with pump frequency (provided by a pulse C02 TEA

laser).

4. Generation of Tunable Radiation - The quasi-optical Schottky diodes

have been developed into tunable sources of submillimeter

radiation. In one scheme, harmonics are readily generated from a

tunable microwave signal introduced into the bias connection to the

diode; in a second scheme sidebands are radiated from the mixer

when the diode is illuminated by a laser and a tunable microwave

signal is simultaneously introduced into the bias line. These

techniques provide an alternative to classical harmonic generation

experiments, as well as an extension to shorter wavelengths ( 100 pm).

Given the broad IF capabilities of the mixer (greater than 2 cm-1

using both sidebands) and the variety of far infrared laser lines

available as LOs, virtually any wavelength region can be studied.

5. Submillimeter Spectroscopy - With the use of the tunable submillimeter

sources, a series of spectroscopic experiments has been undertaken in a
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number of molecular gases. Besides simple absorption measurements,

infrared-submillimeter double-resonance experiments have been

carried out using a CO2 laser to excite vibrational levels in the

molecule. Furthermore, with pulsed CO2 excitation, the sub-

millimeter receiver is fast enough to allow observation of rapid

radiative and collisional relaxation processes among rotational levels.

In this way the excited-state rotational spectra and kinetics of CH3F

were studied. This double-resonance technique is applicable to a wide

class of molecules, and is particualarly important for those systems

which are candidates for optically pumped submillimeter lasers.

6. High-Altitude Submillimeter Radiometry - A submillimeter radiometer

has been used in conjunction with a space simulation chamber at

Lincoln Laboratory to make absorption measurements of an expanding

jet of water vapor against a blackbody background. These explora-

tory experiments, made with BMDATC support, are designed to simu-

late signatures from rocket plumes as might be detected from space-

based surveillance platforms.(1) They also serve to gain

experience for future blackbody aeronomy experiments (such as limb

sounding against the sun) to study the concentration of atmospheric

constituents and their spatial and temporal distributions.

III. Proposed Program

Specific program items that can be envisioned now are discussed below;

other directions may be pursued as new ideas and oportunities arise.

1. Tunable Submillimeter Sources

a. GaAs TUNNETTs

b. GaAs planar diodes - harmonic generation from arrays

c. exploration of InP sources
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2. Advanced Detectors

a. complete heterodyne package with solid state LO, Ts -2000
0K at

1 mm and NEP -2 x 10-20 W/Hz throughout the submillimeter region

b. cooled diode mixers

3. Monolithic Mixers Using Planar Diodes, Antennas and FETs

Integrated on One Chip

4. Atomic and Molecular Spectroscopy and Far Infrared Quantun

Electronics Experiments

TUNNETT Diodes as Millimeter-Wavelength Devices

Reverse breakdown in a diode may occur because of an avalanche process,

a tunnel process, or a mixed avalanche-tunnel process. Microwave power

may be generated by a transit-time device in reverse breakdown from either

process. The common IMPATT is inherently noisy but has a relatively large

RF power output in the centimeter-wavelength region for GaAs devices and

in both the millimeter-wavelength and centimeter-wavelength region for Si

devices. The TUNNETT (tunnel transit-time)2 ,3 device will be useful as a

low-noise amplifier, medium-power oscillator, self-oscillating mixer, and

detector, particularly at millimeter wavelengths. There are also indica-

tions that the use of tunneling current will allow oscillation of GaAs

devices above 100 GHz, which will be useful for applications in

millimeter-wavelength monolithic integrated circuits. It has been shown

theoretically that a very quiet TUNKETT mode device can be constructed at

100 GHz in GaAs with a predicted efficiency of 6 percent. The MITATT

(mixed tunnel-avalanche transit-time) device should exhibit a noise

performance vs output power tradeoff which will give a useful flexibility

for designing an optimum source in an integrated system.

-6-
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Figure 1 shows the device efficiency as a function of frequency for

uniformly doped transit-time devices. In general the frequency of

operation increases as the doping increases. Figure 1 is based on the

state-of-the-art results as reported in the literature and a few esti-

mates. It should be noted that for Si devices the efficiency is relative-

ly constant as a function of frequency up to around 100 GHz. For GaAs

IMPATT devices the efficiency is larger than for Si devices at X-band,

but drops off quickly such that for frequencies above 80 GHz it is no

longer suitable as a source. This rapid decrease of high frequency GaAs

IMPATT performance is believed to be caused by the inability of the

impact ionization process to respond to the rapidly changing electric

field in GaAs. If this is the case, then GaAs transit-time devices will

again operate when the electric field is high enough to cause a signifi-

cant tunnel current since tunneling is an extremely fast process.

Significant tunnel current can only exist when the doping is quite large

(Nd -5-10 x 1017cm-3 ), which leads to operation at frequencies above

150 GHz for uniformly doped material. This leaves a frequency band in

which uniformly doped GaAs transit-time devices will fail to operate.

These effects are shown in Figure 1, where TUNNETT efficiencies have been

estimated. It is possible to build GaAs transit-time devices which

operate in the 80-180 GHz region by using precise doping profiling. It

should be noted that not only will tunnel current allow GaAs transit-time

device operation above 100 GHz, but the tunnelling mechanism will result

in a very low noise device with many potential applications.

GaAs TUNNETT devices have already been constructed at Lincoln

Laboratory. Uniformly doped Schottky-barrier devices can now be routinely

fabricated with predicted frequency operation above 200 GHz. The dc
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characteristics indicate that the mesa devices are in full tunnel break-

down. Ion implanted (high-low) GaAs Schottky-barrier devices have also

been constructed for operation below 200 GHz. For these two classes of

devices, considerable doping-profile optimization will be necessary in

order to achieve the desired performance at each frequency range of

interest.

The packaging of millimeter-wavelength devices also is a very difficult

problem. The device package, usually a quartz standoff configuration, has

severe mechanical and electrical requirements. A number of different

package configurations have been successfully demonstrated. Since the

package forms the majority of the local circuit environment of the device,

considerable optimization of the package parasitic reactances will be

necessary to achieve maximum performance.

Preliminary microwave oscillator circuit designs are now complete and

are presently being machined. The circuits under consideration at this

time are full-height waveguide with a RF bypass choke arrangement and with

insertible posts or top hats. The posts and top hats will form the

remainder of the local circuit environment for the device. Again, con-

siderable optimization of the oscillator circuit will be necessary.

The first thrust of the RF testing for these TUNNETT devices will be as

low-noise oscillators in the 100 to 200 GHz region. These devices will

also be used in the mixer and self-oscillating mixer configuration.

InP Devices

Semiconductor device technology has been perfected to a high degree in

two materials - Si and GaAs. For our particular interest, namely detec-

tors and sources in the near millimeter region, GaAs has received the most

attention. However, it now appears that InP, which is another lll-V semiconduc-
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tor material, has electronic properties very similar to those of GaAs. An

analysis of the device physics suggests that for InP IMPATTs one can

expect higher output power, higher efficiency, higher frequency operation

and lower noise. The same arguments will apply to the characteristics of

TUNNETT devices. Possibly the greatest advantage will hold for high peak

power oscillators.

Although the program proposed here does not involve develor-,ent of

semiconductor technology, it could well capitalize on the acti.,.ties going

on at Lincoln Laboratory in InP growth, characterization and device fabri-

cation. Thus we are proposing to explore the possibilities of InP

oscillators and mixers for the millimeter and submillimeter regions; the

promise of major developments in this area seem sufficiently great that we

can expect to make significant contributions to systems applications as

well as in physics experiments.

Cooled Mixers

A considerable reduction in system noise temperature can be obtained by

cooling a millimeter or submillimeter wavelength mixer.( 4,5) However, the

mixer must be designed to withstand the relative thermal contraction

effects in cooling from room temperature and must be able to accomodate

repeated temperature cycling from room temperature to the cryogenic

operating temperature with no degradation in performance. In this regard

monolithic surface-oriented mixers would be expected to be superior to the

quasi-optical corner-reflector mixers in which the Schottky diode is con-

tacted by a 4A-long tungsten whisker antenna. Corner-reflector mounts

have survived cooling cycles from 3000K to 16°K, and diode I-V characteristics

have been measured at 160K, 770K and 3000K. The behavior of the I-V

characteristic as a function of temperature is dependent upon the impurity

carrier concentration in the epitaxial layer, which determines whether the
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conduction mechanism is field emission, thermionic field emission or ther-

mionic emission. A plot of Vo vs kT/q (Vo is the voltage across the

diode, q is the electronic charge) allows one to determine the dominant

carrier transport mechanism in the Schottky barrier diode.

Viola and Mattauch( 6 ) have calculated the decrease in receiver noise tem-

perature to be expected when cooling GaAs Schottky barrier mixer diodes

and the influence of carrier concentration on NEP. Carrier concentration

should be in the low 1017 cm- 3 range, and little improvement can be

expected by cooling below 770K. Theoretical equivalent noise temperatures

for a diode having 3 x 1017 cm-3 carrier concentration at 330 0K, 77°K and

16°K are 175°K, 700K and 600K, respectively. Clearly, only a slight

improvement will be obtained by cooling to 160K, rather than to 700K, and

no further improvement can be obtained by cooling below 160K.

A vacuum chamber has been designed and built for a closed cycle helium

refrigerator which allows both a short focal length focusing mirror and

the diode mixer to be mounted within the vacuum chamber. The diode mixer

is attached to the cold finger and can be cooled to 160 K. The diode

mixer and focusing mirror combination is aligned and optimized at room tem-

perature and the system noise temperature is measured. The vacuum chamber

is closed and evacuated, the mixer is cooled to 16'K and the system noise

temperture is remeasured. Corner-reflector mixer mounts will be evaluated

with diode chips having a range of carrier concentration and epitaxial

layer thickness. Surface-oriented integrated mixer modules will also be

evaluated as cooled mixers. The initial cooled mixer measurements are

being made at a wavelength of 0.4 mm. Measurements will also be made on

cooled mixers operating at 3 mm and 1 mm wavelengths.

A further reduction in system noise temperature can be obtained by

cooling the IF amplifier. Experiments will be made to cool mixer-IF
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amplifier combinations in a closed-cycle helium refrigerator with the

object of developing low-noise cooled receivers over the 3 mm to 0.1 mm

wavelength range.

Finally, cooled Schottky diodes have been shown to have a substantially

higher nonlinear characteristic than room-temperature diodes. This will

be an advantage if cnoled diodes can be used in some of the planned har-

monic generation experiments.

Integrated Mixer Module for Submillimeter Wavelength Operation

A GaAs monolithic integrated circuit capable of receiving radiatively

coupled submillimeter wavelength radiation has been fabricated. The

radiation is received by a slot antenna and coupled to a surface-oriented

mixer diode by an appropriate section of coplanar transmission line (see

Fig. 2a). An integrated bypass capacitor completes the mixer circuit by

providing a low impedance to RF frequencies and a high impedance to IF

frequencies. The design of the planar slot antenna is complicated by the

presence of the high-resistivity GaAs. Free-space radiation patterns,

even from simple metal antennas fabricated on the high-resistivity GaAs,

show complex lobe structure unacceptable for most applications.

Therefore, the module of Figure 2(a) has been designed so that the

radiation is coupled through the high-resistivity GaAs substrate. The

radiation pattern obtained at 350 GHz is shown in Figure 2(b). It is

nearly identical to that obtained from a frequency-scaled model at 5 GHz.

These patterns were obtained in both cases by measuring the video response

of the surface-oriented diode as the direction of the incident radiation

was changed. The theoretically expected radiation pattern from a half-

wavelength dipole is also shown in Figure 2(b) for comparison. Though the

M-11- 
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measured radiation pattern does contain some interference from the copla-

nar transmission line feed, it allows the near millimeter wavelength

radiation to be radiatively coupled to the device. A chip on which a

number of these integrated devices have been fabricated is shown in Fig. 3.

A 2 pm diameter, circular Schottky barrier diode was used in the early

integrated mixer modules. Although circular Schottky barriers give

excellent performance in conventional whisker-contacted chip diodes, the

circular geometry has some drawbacks when used for surface-oriented diodes.

First, current collection by the surface ohmic contact adjacent to the

Schottky barrier is only efficient over about half the diode periphery,

and thus the diode series resistance is greater than for a conventional

diode. Second, alignment of a proton bombardment mask is very critical,

and a small misalignment can cause large changes in effective diode area.

Line or stripe-geometry Schottky barriers overcome the drawbacks asso-

ciated with the circular goemetry. The periphery-to-area ratio of rec-

tangular stripe diodes is greater than that of circular diodes of equal

area, resulting in lower diode series resistance. The current collection

efficiency of the ohmic contact surrounding a rectangular-stripe diode is

much greater than for a circular diode, which also contributes to a lower

series resistance. Alignment of a proton bombardment mask is less criti-

cal, and a slight misalignment causes little change in the effective

diode area.

A new mask set for an integrated mixer module at 350 GHz having rec-

tangular-stripe Schottky barrier diodes has been made. The masks produce

diodes with dimensions of 2.9 x 0.6 pm and 2.5 x 1.3 pm, and use conven-

tional 10:1 optical projection lithography. Devices are now in the pro-

cess of fabrication. Electron beam lithography will be used in conjunc-

-12-
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tion with the existing mask set to generate line or stripe Schottky

barrier diodes with dimensions in the range 10 x 0.2 um to 5 x 0.2 um,

which should give greatly improved performance in the submillimeter region.

Integrated mixer modules will be frequency scaled and fabricated at

3 mm (100 GHz) and at 0.4 mm with the object of developing integrated

mixer modules over the 3 mm to 0.1 mm wavelength range. An FET IF

amplifier will also be integrated with the mixer module once the individual

components are fully characterized. An integrated 3 x 3 imaging array

will be fabricated and tested when the fabrication sequence is fully eva-

luated and high yield is obtained.

Monolithic Arrays

Once the integrated mixer module (slot antennas and planar diodes

integrated on one GaAs chip) has been perfected, arrays of these

integrated antenna/diode modules with appropriate configurations, e.g.,

end-fire or broadside, will be fabricated. Among other factors, the

spacing between these devices will determine the radiation patterns. Such

an array will be able to withstand much higher incident signal powers than

a single whisker-contacted diode - firstly because of the absence of a

point contact, and secondly because the power is distributed among a large

number of diodes. Thus we can expect to illuminate the array with an

available 10 W EIO tube at 140 GHz and generate substantial tunable output

at the second and higher harmonics.

Atomic and Molecular Spectroscopy and Far IR Quantum Electronics Experiments

1. In other spectral regions atomic and molecular beams have been

used for spectroscopic sub-Doppler studies on specially prepared states.

Until now it has not been feasible to extend these measurements into the

submillimeter region because of power, linewidth and tunability constraints.
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As part of a related frequency-standards effort we have recently constructed

a suitable beam source. Therefore, using these new sources, we propose to

examine fine-structure transitions in Mg, 0+ and other atomic systems. We

will also examine multiple beam effusive sources of polar molecules in the

first of a class of very high resolution submillimeter studies. So7-e of

these experiments detect the submillimeter radiation in the visible and

hence have analogies with recent studies of infrared up-conversion in

metal vapors. (It is likely that some of these fundamental investigations

will have practical implications.)

2. With the power levels of 10 mW anticipated in this effort it

becomes reasonable to look into saturation spectroscopy in the 100 Pm to

1 mm region. Both solid state systems (for example shallow donors in

semiconductors) or gases (Rydberg state) are potential candidates. At

first we propose using the tunables sources merely to probe levels which

are saturated via other fixed-frequency sources. However, as our work

proceeds, we propose using the tunable source themselves for the saturation

of particular systems. In additon to obtaining information on natural

linewidths of systems we can also look into stabilization and locking of

sources to Lamb dips in the rotational transitions of gases.

3. In preliminary experiments we have noted that our planar diodes

responded well to the visible radiation. When one considers that the

light is injecting carriers into the depletion region of the GaAs diode,

this effect is not at all suprising and has been seen in both FETs and

IMPATTs. One can also look at the beat note between two visible lasers.

If the frequency difference is below about 3000 GHz, currents wiil flow

(just from square-law detection) which can mix with currents generated by illu-

-14-
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minating the diode with submillimeter radiation. Our system has already

been tested at 8 GHz using modes from an argon ion laser. Similar work at

the Max-Plank-Institute for Radio Astronomy at Bonn has already gone to 80

GHz. We project our system to be able to mix visible lasers separated in

frequency up to 100 cm-l. These experiments have, of course, implications

for our measurements of atomic and molecular systems. More importantly,

they may permit a correlation calibration of visible laser lines to

extraordinary precision.

IV. Conclusion

During the previous contract period, submillimeter detectors have been

developed to an advanced stage. The program envisioned for the next three

years is expected to bring about a similar advance in the area of sources.

This, coupled with sophisticated refinements in integrated detector tech-

nology that will be undertaken, will advance the submillimeter state of

the art to levels comparable to other regions of the spectrum. New labo-

boratory physics experiments as well as systems application in a wide

variety of fields will become possible.
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Far-ir heterodyne radiometric measurements with quasioptical
Schottky diode mixers")

H. R. Ftterman, P. E. Tannenwald, B. J. Clifton, C. D. Parker, and W. D. Fitzgerald
Licolis Laboreaey. PMasachusuffh Iranintt of Technolio Lexingimt, Masschumets 02173

N. R. Erkson
Dvisartment of Pfy" Uaiv-nit of CaIvfonsia. Brkeky, Cal(fornia 94720
(Received 2D Milarch 1973; accepted for publication I May 1973)

We have made heterodyne radiometric measurementa with GaAs Schottky diode mixers, mounted in a
cwreletr configuration, over the spectral rag 170 pmn to I mm. At 400 p~m, system noise
temsperaturrs of 9700 K VSB (NEJ'= I.4X 10-o W/Hz) and mixer noise tenperatures of 5900 K have
bae achieved. Thu sa eelopficaI mixer has also been used to generate 10-7 W of tunable radiation
saitable for spVeetraseopecF applicatios.

PACS sanbets: 73.30.+y, 42.72.+h, S2.70.Kz, SS.30.Hi

Recent developments in plasma physics, radio as- quasioptical system in the wavelength range of I mm to
tronomy, frequency standards, and satellite-based 170 p~m. At a frequency of 670 GHz, the highest sensi-
*mapping have created a need for fast sensitive far-in- tivity (1. 3X 10-'~ W/Hz or 9700 K DSB) to date has been
frared detectors. Several groups have been studying the obtained. In addition, this same mixer configuration
use of GaAs Schottky diode heterodyne receivers using has been used to produce laser sideband radiation of
either conventional waveguidet or quasioptical ap- -i1O, W tunable over 18 GHz. These results open up
proaches. 2 In general, the performance levels that have new possibilities for far-infrared and submillimeter
been achieved at frequencies above 300 GHz have not experiments that require extremely high sensitivities
been comparable with those obtained at millimeter and tunable sources. They demonstrate, that at least
wavelengths. We report here the results of radilometric up to 1760 GHz, there are no fundamental problems
determinations of noise equivalent powers of a new impeding the development of high-sensitivity receivers.

____________________The two key elements of a sensitive high-frequency

OWork was sponsored by the Department of Energy, th 145- submillimeter mixer are Schottky diodes having appro-
tional Science Foundation, the U. S. Army Research Office, priate parameters and a coupling structure that intro-
and Mhe Depairtment of the Air Force. duces radiation Into the diode efficiently. The GaAs
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Schottky diodes used in these experiments were devel- In order to optimize the corner-reflector mixer we
oped especially for high-frequency applications and have carried out 100 times scale modeling experiments
have been discussed previously. 3 The diodes are typi- at 6-8 GHz. A design similar to Krgutle et al, which
cally I tim in diameter, have 1. 5 x l0-l' F capacitance, looked sufficiently promising for submillimeter tests,
and have a series resistance of 45 S1. A quasioptical was a 90" corner cube (i.e. , a 90' corner reflector
approach to the design of a mixer at submillimeter with a ground plane) with a 4 antenna length spaced
wavelengths was adopted because of the physical dif- 1. 2A from the corner. The beam pattern obtained from
ficulties of embedding a diode in a fundamental wave- the modeling is shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), together
guide at these frequencies. The approach taken, first with the theoretically derived patterns. The principal
proposed for the submillimeter by Sauter and Schultz, 4  lobe is seen to be at an angle of 25" to the antenna with
uses a long, typically four wavelengths, traveling-wave a roughly circular beam width of 14X 150 (full width
line source set in a corner reflector. The line source at the 3-dB points). Thus the beam shape for the 90'
is an extended "whisker" point-contacted to the Schottky corner reflector is nearly ideal because of tne
diode. Impedance and radiation characteristics are equal beamwidths in the principal planes. >y3tems now
determined by the length of the line source, the corner being evaluated with 600 and 45 corner angles have
angle, and the separation between line source and potential for improved beam efficiencies. It should be
corner. Krautle el al. 5 calculated theoretically and noted that the 90' and to a lesser extent the 600 and 45"
demonstrated experimentally the relative magnitude of reflectors, admix the polarizations of the incident
the gain of a traveling -wave antenna with corner re- radiation fields.
flector versus antenna alone to be 12 dB. However, in
their experimental setup at the time the overall conver- Another essential consideration is for the terminal
sion loss was relatively high (29.5 dB). or radiation impedance of the mount to be matched to the

The radiation pattern of this type of mixer can be impedance presented by the diode. Model measurements
analyzed quantitatively by considering a long line source show the receiver's radiation impedance to have a

with a traveling-wave excitation. Assuming that the resistive component between 75 and 150 Q and a reactive
current phase velocity is equal to the free-space phase component less than 60 2 over a wide (= 40%) bandwidth.
velocity, the electric field pattern is given by, (omit- Based on our measurements of the diode characteristics,
ting unnecessary constants) this terminal impedance level presents a substantial

mismatch to the mixer diode and offers an important/L\ . ,sin[QrL/X)(1 -cosO)]

Es(0)=, - I s L cos)' area for future optimization. The signal and local
(irL/A)(1- COO) oscillator frequencies are decoupled from the inter-

where the length of the line source is given by L/A and mediate frequency port by about 13 dB by the bend in
the coordinate system is as shown in Fig. 1(a). Taking the antenna, and no additional filtering is required.
the line source in conjunction with a corner reflector This is an inherent advantage of the traveling-wave
having infinitely large conducting planes, the method of line source configuration.

images can be used to evaluate the effects of the re-
flectors for angles of a = 180°/n, where n is any posi- The actual corner-reflector diode mount, shown in
tive integer. 7 For the 90 corner, with separation be- the inset of Fig. 2, is constructed in two pieces. Each
tween the line source and the vertex of the reflecting reflector surface has dimensions of 7. 9 mm high by 9
planes given by d/A, the total electric field pattern is mm wide and is highly polished. The ground plane is
given by the superposition of an array of three image made from a separate piece of copper and the surface
elements and the driven element as follows: is also highly polished. The 12 5-pm-diam (4A long

at 385 Am) antenna wire is spaced 0.46 mm (1.2), at
385 Mr) from the corner of the reflector and is bonded

where A(O, 4) =cosI 2r(d/) sin cos4'l - cos I 27r(d/x) sinO to a 0. 13-mm -diam center conductor which forms part
x sln4 I. of a 50- coaxial-line i. f. connector. During the diode
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FIG. 1. (a) Coordinate system for corner-reflector antenna. (b) Comparison of theoretical calculations (outlined in text) with ex-
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BEAM ferometer; tuning through approximately 10 interference
'P! TIER

ABSORBER maxima allowed a wavelength measurement to 0. 51,
accuracy. A carcinotron was used for the measure-

-I' ments at 1 mm.

The blackbody radiometric measurements were made
CqW ,k with ltT and liquid-nitrogen-cooled Eccosorb material

(AN -72) which alternately illuminated the mixer. Hoc-

tified i. f. signals were read directly on a digital
voltmeter, and differences in voltage between hot and

• ,'i ANTfNNA cold load was synchronously detected in conjunction with
ELLIPSOIDAL DIODE the chopper. A standard Y-method it interpre'ation of4 ! /the data then led to the results shown in Table I for

CORNER REFLECTOR wavelengths near 400 pm, for 1 mm, and 170 Mm.

The conversion loss was both calculated from the
FIG. 2. Quasioptical radiometer operating between 170 ;m and expression T.,. = Tmi.er + L, T,.1 . and measured directly
I mm. Inset shows details of corner-reflector mixer, by changing the temperature of the i. f. input resistor

and comparing this with the signal produced by a known
AT applied to the optical input of the radiometer. In
general, the diode noise temperature was near RT and
the LA) added approximately 100 K excess noise. The

contacting operation the chip stud is positioned through diode noise temperatures were measured with an isola-
a hole in the ground plane, and the etched antenna tor inserted between the diode and the i. f. amplifiers
whisker is lowered into contact with one of the many to reduce the effects of changing impedances. Total
Schottky barrier diodes on the GaAs chip. A high-power system noise temperatures were measured without the
optical microscope is used to observe the diode contact- isolator and are listed in the third column. The best
ing operation. One .dvantage of this approach for the values obtained are given, but variations from diode to
corner-reflector mount is the ease with which subse- diode and mount to mount were typically only about
quent diode contacts can be made, if needed. With the 1000 K.
corner-reflector mount positioned in the contacting jig,
a set screw that locks the diode in position can be re- The results obtained at I mm and 170 gm were suf-
leased, the chip stud rotated, and a new selected device ficiently encouraging that quasioptical systems de-

contacted. Parameter studies and mount optimization signed specifically for these wavelengths are now being
can thus be readily and conveniently performed. fabricated. Extrapolation from these initial results in-

dicates that this approach can yield usable mixers
We evaluated the performance of the corner-reflector covering the spectral region from 100 gm to 1 mm with

mixer by incorporating it into a Dicke-type radiometer noise temperatures ranging from 3000 to 10000 K DSB.
whose components are shown in Fig. 2. Although the
mixer was designed along with the rest of the system Our current results suggest some immediate appli-
for approximately 400 um, several tests were made at cations of this technology to far-ir spectroscopy, and we
both longer and shorter wavelengths to estimate the have successfully investigated a number of these. In
potential performance. The diplexer, which couples the one such experiment, not described in detail here, we
local oscillator and a corresponding mode from a black- have mixed the pulsed output of a D2 0 laser operating
body into the mixer, consists of a folded interferometer at 385 lim (778 870 MHz) with the cw output of a 394-Mm
similar in principle to that of NRAO and Erickson. 9 (761 607 MHz) formic acid laser in a Schottky diode
The beam splitters are 3-mil Mylar films stretched mixer. The i. f. at 17 GHz demonstrates the wideband
over machined reflector mounts, which gave about capabilities of the mixer; we can thus expect to carry
507, transmission at the design wavelength. A right- out tunable high-resolution atmospheric spectroscopy
angle ellipsoidal mirror was used to match the signal using a remote blackbody source (such as the sun) over
and LID beams into the antenna pattern of the corner a broad spectral range about numerous far-Ir laser
reflector. With this system virtually all of the signal, lines.
and better than 90% of the LO, illuminate the mixer.
The i. f. amplifier, at 2500 MHz, had a noise tempera-
ture of 245 K (2.6 dB) and was operated in series with TABLE I. Results of the standard Y-method interpretation of
a 75-MHz bandpass filter. The laser local oscillators the data for wavelengths near 40C pm, 17 mm, and 170 gm.
consisted of optically pumped far-infrared molecular 's
lasers of standard waveguide de-,lgnlo with hybrid out- FrequencyTotal systemsX rqunynoise temp. Mixer Conversion
put mirrors. They were pumpec by a free-running (pm) (GHz) (DSB) (K) temp. (K) loss (dB)
stable CO laser of about 50 W _d typically had an 946 316.9 13000 7800 12.8
output power of about 30 mW. At the operating bias of 447.1 670.5 9700 5900 11.6
1 mA the far-infrared radiation produced a video signal 432.6 692.9 13100 6900 11.9
which ranged from 400 to 800 mV. This was found 419.6 716.2 13000 6800 11.9
sufficient to saturate the mixer diode at all but the 170- 393.6 761.6 14500 7600 12.3
I'm line. The identity of each [.0 line was unambigu- 170.6 1757.5 370000 ...

ously determined by using the diplexer as an inter- "Diplexer not working at this wavelength.
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Still greater resolution and sensitivity for spectro- are now being introduced into specific applications in
scopy can be obtained in the laboratory by using these plasma diagnostics, radio astronomy, and atmospheric
mixers as sources of tunable radiation. Radiated side - spectroscopy.
bands of the laser signal were generated and detected We would like to acknowledge the many contributions
using two corner-reflector diode mixers. The first
diode mixer was simultaneously illuminated by a far- W.. Sinlssband P.F. Mith . o ewu

infrared laser and fed coaxially by microwave sources W. Pacentinit. Als, and

ranging from 2.5 to 18 GHz. The second diode mixer

was then used as a high sensitivity heterodyne receiver W. Macropoulos for their excellent technical support.

to detect the radiated sidebands of the laser signal.
Signals of about 10.? W, tunable over 0.5 cm "1, were
observed. Extending this approach further, we investi-
gated the use of these diode mixers as high-order
harmonic signal sources. Microwave radiation between 'Malcolm McColl, Proc. Soc. Photo-Opt. I,strum. Eng. 105,
17 and 37 GHz was introduced coaxially onto the diode. 24 (1977).2J.J. Gustincic, Proc. Soc. Photo-Opt. Instrum. Eng. 105,

40 (1977); J.J. Gustincic, Th. deGraauw, D. T. Hodges, and
then detected by a second diode mixer in our standard N.C. Luhmann, Jr. (private communication).
heterodyne receiver -ontiguration. In one particular 3B.J. Clifton, IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech. MTT-
case a 37-GHz GaAs Gunn oscillator coaxially fed the 25, 457 (1977).
mixer diode, which then generated 761 GHz. This 4E. Sauter and G.V. Schultz, IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory
solid-state source coupled with the rugged harmonic Tech. MTT-25, 468 (1977).5H. Krlutle, E. Sauter, and G.V. Schultz. Infrared Phys. 17,
mixer provided a compact stable tunable source of about 477 (1977).
5 x 10- 11 W in the submillimeter. Because of the sensi- 6C. H. Walter. Traveling Wave Antennas (McGraw-Hill, New
tivity of our heterodyne receiver, the observed SIN York, 1965).
exceeded 35 dB on a spectrum analyzer having a 100- 1J.D. Krauss, Antennas (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1950).
kHz bandwidth. High-resolution far-ir spectroscopic 8P. F. Goldsmith (private communication).9N.R. Erickson, IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech.
studies using both these source-detector systems are MTT-25, 865 (1977).
now in progress. 10D. T. Hodges, F. B. Foote, IEEE J. Quantum Electron. 13,

491 (1977).
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that sensitive I1W. W. Mumford and E. H. Scheibe, Noise Performance Fac-

detectors systems can be readily extended into the sub- tors in Communications Systems (Horizon House-Microwave
millimeter and far-infrared regime. These devices Inc. Dedham, Mass. 1968).
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Submillimeter Heterodyne Detection with Planar
GaAs Schottky-Barrier Diodes

R. A. MURPHY, C. 0. BOZLER, C. D. PARKER, H. R. FETTERMAN, P. E. TANNENWALD,
B. J. CLIFTON, J. P. DONNELLY, AND W. T. LINDLEY

Abstract-Planar surface-oriented Pt/GaAs Schottky-barrier diodes
have been fabricated and used to detect signals at submillimeter wave-
lengths. Video detection has been observed up to frequencies as high as
890 GHz. Harnmonic mixing between the ninth harmonic of a 74.21-Gliz
signal and the second harmonic of 333.95-GHz radiation has also been
obtained.

INTRODUCTION

T HE coupling of submillimeter-wave or far-infrared
laser radiation to Schottky diodes is a formidable prob- OHMIC

lem because of the small device dimensions involved. In the CONTACT

past, carefully formed whiskers have been used to provide v i d e-----
contact and to serve as a high-frequency antenna. GaAs n LAYER

Schottky diodes using such whisker structures have been
shown to be excellent detectors and mixers for submilli-
meter radiation [1], [2]. However, further development n LAYER""

along these lines requires the physical contacting of even MIXER - /

smaller devices having .ubmicron dimensions [3]; this JUNCTION

procedure has intrinsic limitations. The objective of the HIGH RESISTIVITY

present work is to overcome this difficulty by fabricating GAs
small, planar, surface-oriented Schottky diodes, in which Fig. I. Bottom: Planar diode as fabricated by growth of n-nt

othterminals of the rectifying junction lie on the same pitaxial layers on a high-resistivity GaAs substrate. Top: Scanning
both telectron micrograph showing 2-urn diode (small dot in center),
surface of the GaAs wafer. This single-sided geometry lends ohmic contact establishing connection to n*-Iayer of diode, and two
itself naturally to an integrated circuit approach with the metal strip contacts.

connection of matched stripline antennas and IF filter net-
works. In addition, the contacting of small devices becomes cm- 3 . The top layer (n) is 0.5 um thick and has a con-
more feasible. Although devices with this topography have centration of I X 10

1 7 
cm 1. Sulfur (H 2S) is used to dope

been fabricated previously [4]-[6]. they have heretofore both layers. Selective Se' ion implantation is then used to
been restricted to frequencies below 100 GHz primarily decrease the specific resistance ofthe Au-Ge alloyed ohmic
because their relatively large device areas have led to higher contact. After the formation of the ohmic contact, the diode
capacitance and lower cutoff frequencies. Diodes with and ohmic contact areas are shielded by gold, and the wafer
diameters as small as 2 tpm have been fabricated in our is proton bombarded, converting the n- and n '-layers to
effott, permitting operation at submillimeter wavelengths high resistivity material in the bombarded regions. The
for the first time. sputter deposited Pt/GaAs Schottky barrier is approx-

imately 2 tpm in diameter. Each device is contacted by means
DEVICE CONSIRUCTION of a stripline overlay pattern. A photograph showing an

The geometry of the device is shown in Fig. I, together array of these devices on a completed wafer is shown in
with a scanning electron micrograph of the completed Fig. 2.
device. To fabricate this structure, two layers of GaAs are The forward current--voltage (I-V) relationship of a
epitaxially grown on semi-insulating substrates in a hydrogen typical device is shown in Fig. 3. This characteristic is quite
transport AsCI 3 vapor phase systen. The first layer (n+) is similar to those of whisker contact Pt/GaAs diodes, with
3 /pm thick and has an n-type concentration of I x lO the knee of the nonlinear region occurring at approximately

0.7 V. The n-factors ofthese devices (describing the deviation
from ideal Schott ky- barrier characteristics) range from 1.2

Manuscript received February I, 1977. This work was supported
by the U.S. Air Force, the National Science Foundation, and the to 1.4.
Energy Research and Development Administration. The views and
conclusions contained in this document arc those of the contractor VIDEO DETECTION
and should not be interpreted as necessarily representing the official
policies, either expressed or implied, of the United States Government. In our preliminary experiments a segment of a device

The authors are with the Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Iye
Institute ofTechnology, Lexington, MA 02173. wafer containing a number of diodes was placed on a
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high-frequency currents in the device), a number of mixing7experiments were carried out. A single device was used
which was thermocompression bonded to a stripline on an
alumina substrate. First, a carcinotron with an output
frequency at 333.95 GHz was mixed with the fifth harmonic

of a V-band klystron operating at 66.79 GHz to produce a
90-M Iz IF. The S/N obtained was greater than 30 dB. Next,
beats were observed, again at a 90-MHz IF, between the
ninth harmonic of a 74.21-GHz kl'stron s.gnal and the
second harmonic of the carcinotron operating at 333.95
GHz. Mixing thus occurred at an effective frequency of
668 GHz.

nDISCUSSION
Because of their topography, these diodes can be fabri-

cated in large numbers on a single wafer which can be readily
integrated with various forms of strip transmission line

Fig. 2. Array of planar diodes on a GaAs wafer, circuitry. In addition to stripline antennas, numerous other
circuit elements can also be integrated with these devices
either in a hybrid or monolithic fashion. Some of these con-
cepts have already been successfully demonstrated in the
case of thin-film metal-oxide-metal structures [7]. Pro-
jected applications of this device involve its use in inte-
grated circuit arrays which are required for large-area
coherent detectors and submillimeter imaging devices.
Development of simple antennas and arrays is in progress.
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Real-time spectral analysis of far-infrared laser pulses using a
SAW dispersive delay linea)
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Spectral analysis of high-power pulsed D20 lasers has been accomplished using SAW
dispersive delay lines. Both the contributions of longitudinal modes and the tuning of
the stimulated Raman line at 385 1jm have been observed.

PACS numbers: 42.55.Hq, 42.65.Cq

We report here a novel technique, using harmonic het- signal then proceeds to the LiNbO, dispersive delay line and
erodyne detection in conjunction with a surface acoustic is displayed on a high-speed storage oscilloscope.
wave (SAW) dispersive delay line, to perform a real-time The essential concept for the present application is that
spectral analysis of laser signals. This has proven to be neces- frequency components lying within the 100-MHz band-
sary in the development of pulsed high-power optically width of the SAW device' and centered at 420 MHz will be
pumped submillimeter lasers which are to be used in plasma delayed from 4 to 20.3 psec with a linear dependence on
diagnostics. 1-3 The spectral characterization of these high- frequency. Since the SAW device produces a total dispersive
power lasers has heretofore been particularly difficult since delay of 16.3/usec, an oscilloscope display of its output effec-
the repetition period of the 100-nsec pulses is typically from tively becomes the equivalent to that obtained from a real-
I to 10 sec. Also, because of the variability of the pulse be- time spectrum analyzer. The success of this technique relies
havior from shot to shot, all of the desired frequency infor- strongly on the fact that the signal processing takes place
mation must be obtained on one pulse. This last constraint subsequent to external electrical pickup noise. A variable
effectively limits the useful role of high-finesse Fabry-Perot 200-nsec gate further aids in minimizing the electrical noise
interferometers, which determine only average characteris- by allowing signal input to the SAW device only while the
tics. Transient digitizers can, of course, be used in conjunc- 100-nsec. laser pulse is on.
tion with a computer capable of performing a near-real-time
Fourier transformation. The use of a SAW dispersive delay The SAW device used as the frequency-dispersive ele-
device provides a simple method of obtaining real-time pulse ment was originally developed for use as a radar pulse ex-
spectral analysis in this type of experiment. In our initial pander and compressor with wide bandwidth and large com-
experiments we have resolved the contribution of three nar- pression ratio. The basic SAW configuration (also called a
row longitudinal modes to a 385-pm D20 laser pulse spectral
linewidth. Furthermore, we have obtained confirmation
that the mechanism of lasing is via a stimulated Raman pro- o,o
cess" which tunes with a linear dependence on pump IRLE T0

frequency. DEA MEA FMETCN[ iM /JB[IO[

In pulse measurements that involve frequency analysis, D s

the laser signal must first be heterodyned with a local oscilla- SSUILLMS TE-

tor to produce an i.f. which is then processed to provide the 5 D O " Iiw

desired information.. Figure 1 is a diagram of the overall I F A,

setup. In our experiment we mix the submillimeter laser 75G., tR,,,0"R

pulse at 779 GHz (385 pm) with the 11th harmonic of a SAR14JIVISIVE DELAY LINE

tunable V-band klystron in a GaAs Schottky diode mixer,
producing an i.f. of 420 MHz. The mixer diode was of the ,,,TIER
planar' surface-oriented type used in an open mount. The

"'Work was supported by the Department of the Air Force, the Department FIG. I. Experimental setup for pulsed heterodyne experiment. The SAW
of the Army and the U.S. Army Research Office at Lincoln Laboratory, device is used to perform a real-time spectral analysis of the optically
and by the Department of Energy at the Francis Bitter National Magnet pumped DO submillimeter laser signal (the metal film on the SAW device
Laboratory. is used to introduce an empirically determined correction to obtain opti.

"'Supported by the National Science Foundation. mum phase characteristics).
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TABLE 1. Parameters of reflective array compressor. SUBMILL IMETE. REQUENCY

CO, LASER PMP FREQUENCY

Center frequency 420 MHz r R
Bandwtdth..If 100 MHz
Disper~ion T 16.3/sec 79 2
Dispersion-bandwidth product 1630 I
Constant delay 4 psec
Matenal LiNbO, L"e , I
Insertion baa, 30 dB (flat across 377 8

passband)

L -,.
- 7784/-I Cent.e

reflective array compressor or RAC) is shown as part of Fig. *, 320M-

1. The input and output interdigital transducers convert an _ ri__Jf J_
eletrial ignl t a a~:~hC0 2 Lost, Mode T.,, g

elctrical signal to a Ra)" igh surface acoustic wave, and Incr o i F re o nc y
vice versa, respectively. The oblique grooves in this device
have a spacing that decreases as a function of distance from FIG. 3. Submillimeter Raman laser output frequency as a function of the

CO., laser pump frequency. Each data point was determined by tuning the
the input transducer. The surface wave is strongly reflected local oscillator.
at a right angle at a point in the reflective array where the
groove spacing in the propagation direction matches the
wavelength of the surface wave. A second reflection in a
symmetrically placed mirror-image grating sends the wave D20 laser pulse from a relatively low-power (- 50 kW) sub-
to the output transducer. The groove positions are estab- millimeter laser oscillator optically pumped with a single-
lished such that the surface wave travels from input to out- mode CO2 TEA laser. The submillimeter output is seen to be
put alotig a path whose length (and group delay) is a linearly single mode with a total linewidth of about 7.5 MHz and is
increasing function of frequency, a so-called up-chirp. The quite reproducible. The 30.67-MHz coordinate axis derives
RAC used in the present experiment was conventional in from the 16.3-/isec dispersion over a 100-MHz bandwidth.
design: its parameters are given in Table I. The bottom trace in Fig. 2 shows the same laser operating at

The number of resolvable frequencies is proportional to higher pump and higher output powers (- 800 kW). Al-
The nthough every shot is somewhat different in amplitude distri-

(Tdf) / 2 , where the proportionality constant is of the order bution, we have been able to determine the presence of no
of unity and depends on the precise definition of the resolu- more than three narrow adjacent longitudinal modes of the
tion. For the present case, the RAC device provides approxi- 4-m-long oscillator cavity. The frequency of the V band was
mately 40 resolution elements or, equivalently, a resolution determined by mixing with a multiplied X-band stabilized
of about 2.5 MHz. In order to produce a nondeformed spec- reference to which it can also be locked. This has allowed the
tral image, the requirements T~f)"2 (T/"TAf , where V-band to be tuned, the bandwidth of the measurement to be
r is the pulse duration, must be satisfied. For our case r = 100 extended, and verification to be obtained that all the modes
nsec , so that 60< 160<400. ilave been observed. The detection of these narrow modes is

a particularly important result since Fabry-Perot studiesFigure 2 (top) shows the output of the delay line when hainctetatheigginD0asgmdum ayb
heteodyingtheharmnic ofa Vbandklytro wih a had indicated that the high-gain DO lasing medium may be

heterodyning the harmonics of a V-band klystron with a generating a broad spectral band of superradiance along

with more than three longitudinal modes.

At the highest pump levels the 385-Mim D20 laser is
expected to be predominately a stimulated Raman process.
In this regime of operation the submillimeter output fre-
quency should follow the CO2 pump frequency. This has
been observed in recent measurements' using a Fabry-Perot

FIG. 2. Oscilloscope display of the interferometer and tuningthe CO, with a ZnSe italon in
output of the SAW dispersive delay steps of 112 MHz (the CO, oscillator longitudinal mode
line. The upper trace shows, as a func- spacing). Now, using the RAC device and tuning our local
tion of frequency, the single-mode la- oscillator, we have been able to follow, as shown in Fig. 3, the
ser signal at relatively low laser output submillimeter output continuously through several hundred
power. Three longitudinal modes, gen-
erated at high laser power, are dis- MHz. This represents a definitive determination that emis-
played in the lower trace. sion is by a stimulted Raman process and indicates the po-

tential of using this laser system as a source of continuously
tunable high-power radiation.

We believe that this is the first time that a SAW disper-
sive filter has been used to obtain a Fourier transform of a
laser pulse for the purpose of studying a laser's spectral char-

3067 MHz acteristics. The output of a dispersive delay line is actually
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the Fresnel transform of the input signal. If the time extent of 'T.K. Plant, L.A. Newman. E.J. Danielewicz, T.A. DeTemple, and P.D.
Coleman, IEEE Traiv,. Microwave Theory Tech. NMl-22. 9111(1974).

the input signal falls within the limits discussed previously, X. Drozdowicz, P. Woskoboinikow, K. baobe. D.R. Cohn. R.J. Temkin.
the Fresnel transform is an adequate approximation of the K.J. Hutton and J. Waldman, IEEE J. Quantum Electron. QE-IS. 413
Fourier transform!~ This condition holds in the present case; (1977).
moreover, knowledge of the precise arrival time of the pulse 'P. Woskohionikow. H.C. Praddaude. W.i. Mulligan, D.R. Cohn and B.

allows exact determination of the frequency-vs-time rela Lax J. Appi. Phys. (to he published).
'R.J. Temkin, IEEE J. Quantum Electron Q&-13, 450 (1977).

lion. Since these conditions are satisfied in many pulsed laser 'S.J I'cluchowski. A.T. Rmienherger. and T.A. DeTemple. IEEE J1. Quan-
cxperinients, this technique should find wide application in tWin Clectrion. QE.13,476(l'J77),
areas such as optical radar signal processing as well as in the R.A. Muirphly, C.O. ltoidcr, C.D[. Parker. IR. FectermnII.PE. Tannen-

analsis ime-epenentwald. Ii.J. Cliflon, LP. Donnelly. and W.T. Lindley. IEEE Trans. Micro-
spectral anlssof fast tiedpnetlaser-related phe- wave Theory Tech. Mrr-25, 494 (1977).
nomena. Furthermore, we foresee that an extension of this 'J. Melngailis. R.C. Williamson and R.H. Domnitz, IEEE trasonicsSym-
type of signal processing, the chirp transform,' will also have posium Proceedings, (IEEE, New York, 1977), p. 962.
an important role in more sophisticated spectral analysis of 'D. R. Arsenault and P. Das. Ref~ 7, p. 969.

'O.W. Otto, IEEE Ultrasonics Symposium Proceedings (IEEE, New York,
fast time-ependent phenomena. 1976), p. 365.
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Presented at the Gordy Conference on Microwave Spectroscopy and Coherent Radiation
Duke University, June 1979. A detailed account will be published in Applied Physics Letters.

EXCITED STATE SPECTROSCOPY AND KINETICS OF
CH3 F USING TUNABLE SUBMILLIMETER SOURCES*

W. A. Blumberg, H. R. Fetterman, D. D. Peck, and P. E. Tannenwald
Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

Abstract

The generation and detection of tunable submillimeter radiation has 10een
demonstrated using optically pumped lasers and quasi-optical Schottky diode
mixers and detectors. We have now used these tunable sources to investigate
the collision induced infrared-submillimeter double resonance spectra of CH3 F.
In these experiments the v vibrational state of CH3F is populated using either
cw or pulsed CO2 laser raliation. Tunable submillimeter radiation, generated
as a laser sidebdnd, is then used to probe the rotational levels in the excited
state. This double resonance technique is applicable to a wide class of mole-
cules, and is particularly important for those systems which are candidates for
optically pumped submillimeter lasers.

The system using cw laser pump excitation is primarily suited to obtain-
ing spectroscopic constants with high precision. For example, the low lying
levels of the v state of CH3 F were populated by collisions after driving the
qQ( 1 2 , 1) and 4 (12 , 2) rovibronic transitions with the 9P(20) line of a cw C02
laser, TheJ=7-.8, AK=0, K=0,...7 andJ=12-13, 6K=0, K=,...4 series of
rotational transitions in the v3 state were then observed. The best fit to the
line centers of the J= 7-8 and ]= 12-. 13 series of transitions provided improved
values of the centrifugal distortion constants Dj1 =0.0568±0.0005 MHz and
DjK= 0. 517-0. 004 MHz.

The submillimeter heterodyne receiver system was fast enough to allow
the observation of rapid radiative and collisional relaxation processes among
rotational levels. The CH3F was pumped to %3, J= 12 states with 200 ns pulses.
from a C02 TEA laser. The kinetics of the excited state population as well as
stimulated emission and superfluorescence were observed for various rotational
transitions in the vq state. With these techniques it is now possible to investi-
gate directly the rotational spectra and kinetics of collision induced population
transfer among rotational levels of an excited state. Thus, this infrared-
subnillimeter double resonance technique will have general applicability to any
molecule which can be optically pumped.

See the following 3 figures

*This work was sponsored by the Army Research Office and the Department of
the Air Force.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the double resonance spectrometer.
The intensity of the sideband beams transmitted through the
sample cell was 40 dB above the receiver noise level.

Figure 2. Schematic energy -level diagram of CH3 F showing the infrared
vibrational transitions (dark arrows) pumped by the 9P(20) CO2
laser line and the submillimeter rotational transitions (light arrows)
observed in the cw double resonance experiment. J is the total
rotational angular momentum and K is the component of J along
the C-F axis.

Figure 3. (a) Stimulated emission pulse followed by absorption of the CH3 F
submillimeter laser beam at a pressure of 25 mTorr.

(b) Absorption of a sideband beam tuned to the (v3 , J, K) = (1, 7,2) -, (1,8,2)
transition at a pressure of 1. 19 Torr.

(c) Superfluorescence pulse followed by absorption of a sideband
beam tuned to the (v3 ,J, K) (1,7,2) -. (1,8,2) transition at a pressure
of 1. 19 Torr.
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ADVANCES IN GaAs SCHOTTKY DIODE SUBMILLIMETER HETERODYNE

RECEIVERS AND RADIOMETERS*

P. I.. "ranne.nwalLincoln l.nboratory, Mas.mu'hu'crts Instlnit. of Technology

IAtxingion, Mw.4.'acuiset.s 02173

SUMMARY

Radiometric sensitivity measurements have been made on a quasi-optical receiver in the spectral range 170 im to
I mm. Using GaAs Schottky mixer diodes in a corner reflector configuration, a total system noise temperature of
9,700 K (DSB), or an NEP of 1. 3 x 10-1 9W/Hz, has been obtained at 447 un. This same quasi-optical mixer has also
been used for the generation of tunable harmonic and side-hand radiation suitable for submillimeter spectro,,copic
applications. Planar, surface-oriented GaAs Schottky diodes have been fabricated by means of photolithographic tech-
niques in conjunction with ion implantation and proton bombardment. High-order harmonic mixing and direct hetero-
dyne mixing with lasers up to 761 GHz have been achieved. These planar diodes can be fabricated into array config-
urations by means of an integrated circuit approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent developments In radio astronomy, plasma physics, frequency standards and spectroscopy, atmospheric propa-
gation. aeronomy, and in high-allrtude aircraft and satellite-based surveillance have created a need for fast, sensitive
far infraree detectors. Several groups have been studying the use of GaAs Schottky diode heterodyne receivers using
either conventional waveguide (MC COLL. M., 1977) or quasi-optical approaches (GUISTINCIC, J. J.. 1977). In
general, the performance levels that have been achieved at frequencies above 300 GHz have not been comparable with
those obtained at millimeter wavelengths. We report here the results of radiometric determinations of noise equiva-
lent powers of a new quasi-optical system in the wavelength range of I mm to 170 gn. At a frequency of 671 GHz
(447 urn) h highest sensitivity reported to date has been obtained (FETTERMAN, H. R., 1977)--namely, an NEP of
1.3 x 101"%'/Hz. or an equivalent system noise temperature of 9, 700"K (DSB). The quasi-optical Schottky diode
mixer that was used in the heterodyne receiver has also been used to produce far IR laser sideband radiation of -10- 7

watts tunable over 18 GHz, and to harmonically generate tunable submillimeter radiation up to 760 GHz. Application
of this tunable source to spectroscopic problems has been demonstrated. These developments open up new possibilitie'
for far infrared ald submillimeter experiments which require extremely high sensitivities.

During the past year we have also developed the next generation of submillimeter detectors--planar, surface-oriented
GaAs Schottky diodes fabricated by photolithographic techniques in conjunction with ion implantation and proton bom-
bardment, In contrast to point-contact whisker diodes, here both terminals of the rectifying junction lie on the same
surface of the GaAs wafer. This single-sided geometry lends itself naturally to an integrated circuit approach with the
connection of matched stripline antennas and IF filter networks. These planar diodes have been successfully used as
heterodyne mixers up to 779 GHz, including high-resolution detection of pulsed far IR radiation. I
2. RADIOMETER/R ECEIVER SYSTEM

The experimental system used in these measurements is essentially a Dicke type radiometer which mixes a laser local
oscillator (LO) with radiation from a black body whose radiated power is solely a function of its temperature. Illustra-
ted in Fig. 1, thesystem consists primarily of the following components: 1) corner-reflector diode mount, 2) ellip-
soidal coupling mirror, 3) a quasi-optical diplexer, 4) laser local oscillator and 5) low temperature absorber. The
GaAs Schottky diode mounted in the corner reflector was developed especially for high frequency applications and has
been discussed elsewhere (CLIFTON, B. J., 1977). The diodes are typically I ikm in diameter, have 1.5 x 10- 15 F
capacitance and a series resistance of 45 0.

A quasi-optical approach for the mixer was adopted because of the physical difficulties of embedding a diode in a
fundamental wavegulde at these frequencies. The approach taken, first proposed for the submillimeter by Sauter and
Schultz (SAUTER, E., 1977), uses a long--typically four wavelengths--traveling wave-line source set in a corner
reflector. The line source is an extended "whisker" point-contacted to the Schottky diode. Impedance and radiation
characterisitics are determined by the length of the line source, the corner angle, and the separation between line
source and corner.

In order to optimize a corner reflector mount we have carried out 100 times scale modeling experiments at 6 to 8 GHz.
One design, similar to Krfutle (KRAUTLE, H., 1977), which looked promising for actual submillimeter construction,
is a 90* corner cube (i.e., 90* corner reflector with a ground plane) with a 4 A antenna length spaced 1.2 X from the
corner. The beam pattern obtained from the modeling is shown in Fig. 2. The principal lobe is seen to be at an
angle of 25 ° to the antenna, and has a roughly circular cross-section of beam width 140 x 15* (full width at 3 dB points).

The local oscillator and a corresponding mode from the black body (Eccosorb AN-72) at liquid nitrogen temperature
were coupled to the mixer utilizing a diplexer. This diplexer was essentially a folded, double Interferometer, similar
In principle to that used by NRAO (GOLDSMITH, P. F., 1977) and Erickson (ERICKSON, N. R., 1977). but made
specifically for the 0.4 or 0.9 mm wavelength region. The beam splitters are 3 mil mylar stretched over machined
reflector mounts and gave roughly 50 transmission. An extremely short focal length, right angle, ellipsoidal mirror
was used to match the transmitted signal and LO to the antenna pattern of the diode. With tins system virtually all of
the signal and better than 90% of the LO were transmitted to the detector.

The local oscillators consisted of optically pumped far infrared lasers for the submillimeter and a carcinotron for
I mm. The laser LO was pumped by a free-running, stable CO2 laser of about 50 W and had an output power of about
30 mW. This was found sufficient to saturate tfw mixer diode at all but the 170 tan line. The identity of each LO line
was uambiguou ly determined by using the dipleaer as an Interferometer; tuning through approximately 10 interference
maxim allowed a wavelength measurement to 0. 59 accuracy.

Tls work was supported by the Department of the Air Force. the U.S. Army Research Office, the National Science
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3. RADIOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS

The results of our measurements are summarized in Table I. Two separate corner reflectors were used to cover the
wavelengths listed - one designed for 400 &m and a second one for 0. 9 mm. For 170 urn neither the diode mount nor
the diplexer was optimized, but a result is quoted to show that a black body heterodyne measurement was possible.
The rectified IF signal was read on a digital voltmeter, and the difference in voltages between the hot (room tempera-
ture absorber or chopper) and cold absorber was synchronously detected. The amplifier had a measured noise tem-
perature of 245 K (2.6 dB). A standard Y-method interpretation of the data then yielded the results shown in the table.

The conversion loss was both calculated from the expression Tsys = Tmixer + LcTrF and measured directly by chang-
ing the temperature of the IF input resistor and comparing this with the signal produced by a known AT applied to the
optical input of the radiometer. In general the diode noise temperature was near room temperature, and the LO added
approximately 100 K excess noise. The diode noise temperatures were measured with an isolator inserted between
the diode and the IF amplifiers to reduce the effects of changing impedances. Total system noise temperatures were
measured without the isolator and are listed in the third column. The best values obtained are given, but var.ations
from diode to diode and mount to mount were typically only about 1000 K.

Table I

Total Systems
X Frequency Noise Temp. Mixer Conversion

(P) (GHz) (D)8) (K) Temp. (K) Loss (dB)

887.0 .338.2 8,200 4,000 9.3

447.1 670.5 9,700 5,900 11.6

432.6 692.9 13, 100 6,900 11.9
419.6 716.2 13,000 6,800 11.9

393.6 761.6 14,500 7,600 12.3

170.6 1757.5 370,000" ....

*Diplexer not working at this wavelength

4. PLANAR, SURFACE-ORIENTED DIODES

Although the coupling of submilitmeter radiation to a single Schottky mixer diode has been successfully solved with the
quasi-optical approach of using a corner reflector, the discrete nature of the whisker contacting the diode chip pre-
cludes fabrication of arrays of detectors integrated directly into circuits. The objective of this phase of the work is to
overcome this limitation by fabricating small, planar, surface-oriented Schottky diodes in which both terminals of the
rectifying junction lie on the same surface of the GaAs wafer. This single-sided geometry lends itself naturally to an
integrated circuit approach with the connection of matched stripline antennas and IF filter networks. In addition, the
contacting of small devices becomes more feasible. Although devices with this topography have been fabricated pre-
viously (ALLEN, R. P. G., 1973; BALLAMY, W. C., 1976; WOOD, E. J., 1976), they have heretofore been restricted
to frequencies below 100 GHz primarily because their relatively large device areas have led to higher capacitance and
lower cutoff frequencies. Diodes with diameters as small as 2 pm have been fabricated in our effort, permitting
operation at submillimeter wavelengths for the first time (MURPHY, R. A., 1977).

4. 1. Device Construction

The geometry of the device ts shown in Fig. 3. To fabricate this structure, two layers of GaAs are epitaxially grown
on semi-insulating substrates in a bycdogei transport AsCI 3 vapor phase system. The first layer (n+) is 3 &an thick and
has an n-type concentration of 1 x 10locm - . The top layer (n) is 0.2 pzn thick and has a concentration of 1-2 x 1017cm "3 .
Sultur (H2S) is used to dope both layers. Selective Se+ ion implantation is then used to decrease the specific resistance
of the Au-Ge alloyed ohmic contact. After the formation of the ohmic contact, the diode and ohmic contact areas are
shielded by gold, and the wafer is proton bombarded, converting the n- and n+-1ayers to high resistivity material in the
bombarded regions. The e-beam deposited Ti/GaAs Schottky barrier is approximately 2 tim in diameter. Each device
is contacted by means of a stripline overlay pattern. A photograph showing an array of these devices on a completed
wafer is shown in Fig. 4.

The forward current-voltage (I-V) characteristic of a typical device is quite similar to those of whisker contact Pt/GaAs
diodes, with the knee of the nonlinear region occurring at approximately 0. 7V. The n-factors of these devices (describ-
ing the deviation from ideal Schottky-barrier behavior) range from 1.2 to 1.5.

4.2. Submillimeter Measurements

Figure 5 shows a device to which a planar radiating structure has been attached. The metal pattern was designed as a
half-wavelength dipole at around 0.9 mm wavelength. The measured radiation pattern shows complex lobe structures
apparently because of interference from other radiating elements. A typical radiation pattern obtained at 348 GHz is
shown in Fig. 6. Ouw measurements indicate that modes are excited in the GaAs substrate, with the result that the
whole GaAs slab acted as a radiating element. Even though some of the lobes are quite narrow, it is desirable to work
with simpler and more controllable structures. Consequently we have begun to make measurements upon scale models
of slot and copleaner antennas. One such design which has been modeled is shown in Fig. 7. The measurements have
Indicated that enersq can be coupled quite efficiently to the nonlinear junction with these radiating structures. Submil-
limeter devices uing such structures will be fabricated. Other antenna configurations are also under consideration.

Alftq no accurate quantitative measurements of fie sensitivity of these devices have been made, they have been success-
fully used as detectors and mixers well into the submillimet e wavelength regime. It has become apparent in hetero-
dynin Idi pulsed laser sources that in electrically noisy environments planar diodes show better survival and noise
suppression cluracterlsitics than cevnt/onal whisker-contacted diodes and In addition display remarkable physical
ruus e. bigh-ar hsmonic mIxft ha been obtained by coupling a 9.2879 GHz signal, introduced Into the IF
Ie, sad 12. 196 Gf (36. 6 ogn) laser ift ci formic acid to a plar device. The IF response correspunded to
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mixing of the 82nd harmonic of the X-band signal with the laser and had a signal-to-noise ratio of better than 35 dB.
This same system of harmonic mixing has been used to phase-lock our 1 mm carcinotron and is used routinely for
that purpose.

4.3. Diode and Antenna Arrays

Ik-ciumse of tht-ir topography, them( dloik(.s can Ix- fahrilc',d Ii hlargc iumbers on a single wafer and thus providc the
unique ponslllities of array kr'tection sind tUhibiillinotir iluigiog. We plan to develop planar Imaging arrays composed
of planar antennas, surface-oriented mirer diodes, and low-noisc Fi]T amplifiers, all integrated on a single chip.
Beam steering is also possible using phased-array techniques.

5. APPLICATIONS TO TUNABLE SUBMILLIMETER SPECTROSCOPY

5. 1. Spectroscopy with a Black Body

Our current results suggest some immediate applications of this technology to far IR spectroscopy, and we have in-
vestigated a number of these. In one such experiment, not described in detail here, we have mixed the pr'.ed output
of a D 0 laser operating at 385 un (778, 870 MHz) with the cw output of a 394 pnm (791, 607 MHz) formic acid laser in a
Schorty diode mixer. The IF was at 17 GHz. In another experiment we have mixed two rotational cw lines of a formic
acid laser at 393.6 and 405.6 wn; the resultant IF at 22.45 GHz was heterodyned again with the second harmonic of an
X-band source fed into the IF port of the diode. These experiments demonstrate the wide-band capabilities of the mix-
er. We can thus expect to carry out tunable high-resolution spectroscopic measurements against a black body in the
laboratory, as well as in a number of terrestrial and space applications using the sun as a remote source.

5.2. Generation of Tunable Far Infrared Radiation

Concurrent with the heterodyne detector effort in the far infrared/submillimeter region we are seeking sources of
tunable radiation for applications to spectroscopy, to frequency standards and to remote sensing. The GaAs Schottky
diode mixer which we have developed for our sensitive receiver and radiometer can be used as a source of tunable
laser-sideband radiation and high-order microwave harmonics. Since the corner reflector configuration acts as an
efficient receiver of radiation, it will act reciprocally as an efficient radiator. The resistive nonlinearity of the diode
provides the mixing and harmonic generation mechanism.

In our initial experiments, radiated sidebands of a CH 3 1 submillimeter laser line at 447 win were generated and
detected using two corner-reflector diode mixers. One diode mixer was simultaneously illuminated by the far infrared
laser and fed coaxially by microwave sources ranging from 2.5 to 18 GHz. A second diode mixer was then used as a
high sensitivity heterodyne receiver to detect the radiated sidebands of the laser signal. Signals of about 10- 7 watts,
continuously tunable over 0. 5 cm- 1, were observed. Extending this approach further, we investigated the use of
these diode mixers as high-order harmonic signal generators. The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 8, with
the microwave radiation between 17 and 37 GHz introduced via the IF connector line to the diode. Radiation generated
as high as the 40th harmonic was then detected by a second diode mixer in our standard heterodyne receiver configura-
tion. In one particular case, a 37 GHz GaAs Gunn oscillator was used to generate 761 GHz. This solid state source
coupled with the rugged harmonic mixer provided a compact, stable, tunable source of about 5 x 10- 1IW in the sub-
millimeter. Because of the sensitivity of our heterodyne receiver, the observed S/N exceeded 35 dB on a spectrum
analyzer having a 100 kHz bandwidth.

High resolution far infrared spectroscopic studies using both these source-detector systems are now underway. As a
first demonstration, an abiorption cell containing D20 gas at low pressure was placed in one arm of the spectrometer,
as shown in Fig. 8. 35.7 GHz radiation from a microwave source was used to drive the mixer diode, and the 17th
harmonic generated (607. 345 GHz), after passing through the absorption cell, was detected by the heterodyne receiver.
The LO was supplied by an optically-pumped CH 3F laser operating at 604.295 GHz, giving an IF around 3 GHz. Tuning
through the D20 absorption line was accomplished by tuning the microwave source. Figure 9 shows the far infrared
output with and without the gas. Because of residual pressure from condensed liquid in the absorption cell, the line-
width could not be reduced below the 20 MHz shown. The resolution of the spectrometer is about 100 kHz, being
presently limited by the stability of the laser local oscillator. The design resolution of this system is 10 kHz (3 x 10"7

cm" ) with continuous tunability of z I cm- 1 .

This preliminary work will now be continued with other gases that have absorptions near strong laser LO lines, and
will be applied particularly to atomic fine structure resonance lines that have extremely narrow and stable transitions
which can be used as references for far infrared frequency standards.
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Fig. 3 Planar, surface -oriented diode as fabricated by growth of n-n+ epitaxial layers on high -resistivity GaAs
substrate.

F....ig. 4 An array ofplanar dioes. on a (7aA9 wafer.
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Fig. 5 Planar diode with attached half-wavelength dipole.
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Fig. 6 Amenna pattern of planar diode with attached hall -wavelength dipole.
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METAL OVERLAY

Fig. 7 Model of monolithically integrated planar mixer diode and slot antenna.
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-4 b-10 MHz

I

D20 ABSORPTION

Fig. 9 Photographs of spectrum analyzer at 3 CHz showing the transmission of an absorption cell with (below) and
without (above) D20 gas.
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Tunable submillimeter sources applied to the excited state rotational
spectroscopy and kinetics of CH 3F a)

W. A. M. Blumberg, H. R. Fetterman, and D. D. Peck
Lincoln laboratoi, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

P. F. Goldsmith
University ofMassachusett, Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

(Received 31 May 1979; accepted for publication 24 July 1979)

Tunable submillimeter radiation, generated and detected using optically pumped lasers and
Schottky diode mixers, has been used in an infrared-submillimeter double resonance
investigation of CH3F. This technique permits the direct observation of the molecular rotational
spectra and kinetics of excited vibrational states and is particularly important for those molecules
which are candidates for optically pumped submillimeter lasers.

PACS numbers: 33.40.Hp, 07.65.Gj, 07.62. + s, 31.70.Hq

We report here the application of submillimeter lasers through a sample cell and was coherently detected in a sec-
and Schottky diode mixers to an infrared-submillimeter ond Schottky diode mixer. The system is shown schematical-
double resonance investigation of the rotational spectra and ly in Fig. 1. To achieve high mixing efficiency, the output of
kinetics of molecules in vibrationally excited states. There the submillimeter laser was coupled into the diode by a di-
have been extensive infrared-microwave and infrared-in- plexer5 and an off-axis ellipsoidal mirror which focused the
frared investigations of molecules. 1.2 Now for the first time, radiation into the main lobe of the antenna pattern of a long
a broadly tunable submillimeter source has been used to wire antenna mounted in a 90" corner reflector. The laser
probe directly excited state rotational levels which were signal was mixed in the diode with a microwave signal intro-
heretofore inaccessible. The technique was applied to several duced through the IF port of the diode, and the sidebands
sets of rotational energy levels in the v3 vibrationally excited were reciprocally reradiated by the antenna structure. A di-
state ofCH3 F. In addition to demonstrating the utility of the plexer separated the sideband and laser signals with low loss.
method, improved values of particular molecular constants The sideband beam entered and exited the 27-cm-long 2.2-
for the v3 state of CH3 F were obtained. We have also shown cm-diam. sample cell through highly transparent natural
that the time dependence of population differences between quartz windows mounted at 45 to the axis of the cell. Coher-
pairs of rotational levels in the excited state could be ob- ent detection of the sidebands was effected in second comer
served with our tunable sources. This double resonance tech-
nique has many applications to excited state rotational spec-
troscopy and kinetics.

In these experiments the tunable submillimeter radi-
ation was generated by nonlinear mixing in a corner reflector I

mounted Schottky barrier diode. '.4 The output of an optical- ,.
ly pumped submillimeter laser was mixed with a microwave .
signal to generate tunable sidebands. Conversion losses of ,
the mixing process were sufficiently low that sidebands (with , / .' ,
power of up to 10 -W) could be obtained using any of the u
large number of medium strength submillimeter lamer lines.
With a demonstrated sideband tuning rane of ± 40 GHz, -o o~
the density of usable laer lines a high enough to permit
nearly complete coverage of the frequency region 300-900
OHL.

A tunable sdebad spectrometer was constructed in 0UBL RES"ANCE SPECTROMETER

which the tunable submnillmeer radiation propapted IG. 1. o dW o e doue Votioniei, M i.

7his woeh wem sponsrd by the Air Fore OfCe of iea Rawreh emmiay autfed d*Wd m amlemitd duvthmpIeb l wn4OdB
amid On US Army , mird Ofee above the emelw aim level.
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Lab 80 data acquisition system. Electrical noise from the
- laser firing which was picked up by the Schottky diodes was

14 greatly reduced by a background subtraction.

-1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~levels were pumped and the line centers of theli nthcexrmn,(vJK J =l1,~n (1*,22
ViSRATONN"

STATE J K = - K 0, K =0,...,7, and theiJ= 12-.13,,4K =0,
-r K = 0,...,4 series of rotational transitions were measured, as

shown in Fig. 2. To observe theiJ 7-8and the J = 12 . 13
* - series of transitions, tunable sidebands were generated by

mixing the 742.6-1um (403721.6 MHz) and the 4'58.5-jim
x (653822.2 MHz) 8- laser lines of HCOOH wil h micro-

-. wave signals from 500 to 1200 MHz.
V ORATIONAL te'"' .

STATE 12- -At low pressures, the lineshape was .igiy asymmetri-
_________________________cal only for the directly pumped (JK) = (12,2)-(13,2)

FIG. 2. Schematic energy level diagram of CH3 F showing the infrared-
Vibrational transitions (dark arrows) pumped by the 9P(20) CO2 laser line(a4 - 1-2,X 7
anld the submillinieter rotational transitions (light arrows) observed in the17
cw double resonance experiment. J IS the total rotational angular momen- +4
tum and K is the component oil along the C-F-axis.4-

reflector mounted Schottky diode by mixing the sidebands
with a portion of the submillimeter laser radiation to recover7
the microwave frequency signal. Then the microwave signal
was amplified, filtered, and crystal detected. This hetero-
dyne receiver was both very sensitive and fast. I I4!i

To demonstrate the utility of the tunable sideband spec- 6.83pssec -IH-
trometer, rotational transitions in vibrationally excited -.. ~
states were observed using an infraredsu ilmer double K (2-
resonance technique. CH3 F was selected for investigation .~ 7 :7 t7J K.1- 2

because of the importance of the CH, Foptically pumped -,.. .I

submillimeter laser.6 7 By driving qQ (I12,K ) rotation-vibra-
tional transitions with the 9.55-pm P (20) line of a CO2 laser,
certain(J, K) =(12, K) rotational levels in the V3 vibration- .

al state of CH3 F could be populated (where J is the total 7- 7

rotational angular momentum and K is the projection of Jon Z .......
the C-F axis). Radiative and collisional processes subse-
quently transferred population into the other low-lying I

(J, K) rotational levelsofthev 3 state.TheIJ'I = l,4K =0 L

rotational transitions, which are allowed by the electric di- Sisc. -

pole selection rule, could then be probed with the tumble (), 7.6
sideband beam. -

The CO2 pump beam entered the sample cell through
NaCl windows, reflected off the natural quartz windows,

allel to the submillimeter probe beam. The frequency of the i
CO, laser was tuned by optoacoustically monitoring the ab- t

sorption of the pump beam with an electret microphone-+-t ------
mounted in the cell. To observe excited state rotational spec-+ -L i-- ~ r
tra, the CH3 Fwspumped wtha 15-W cw C0 2 laser. The
pump beam was chopped atSW Hz and the synchronous :L, 11LL.L.LI. L ~
component of the transmitted intensity of the probe beam V Zhiaee
was detected. A pulsed CO2 lase was substituted for the cw TIME

C0 2 laser to observe rotational kinetics. The CH, F was FIG. 3. (a) Stimulated emission pulse followed by Absorption of the CK3 F
pumped with 200-na-wide 300-kw peak power pulses from a submillimeteir lowt beam at a pressure or 25 mTorr (b) Absorption oft
hog repetition rate TEA lase which was grating tuned to sidebind beam htuned to the (v3, JK) - (1,7,2Y1,11.2) transitiop at apries-

sueof 1. 19 Torr. (c) Superfluorescence pulse followed by absorption or amaximum absoption by the CH, F sample. The crystal-de- sureh(,,,K l72-.(,,)tasiinaars
tdIF signalwa apled by a iomatonS IO-Nicolet sur of 1. 19 Tor.
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transition. In this case, the CO2 laser pumped a certain ve- beams was also observed. Figure 3(b) shows the decay of the
locity group of molecules into the (v3 ,J,K) = (1, 12,2) state, absorption of a sideband tuned to the (JK) = (7,2)-4(8,2)
and velocity-dependent effects were seen. The collisions transition at a pressure of 1. 19 Torr. Decay rates of 30 to 52
which populated the other rotational levels did not preserve ms - ' were observed for this transition over the pressure
the memory of which molecular velocity group was pumped. range 0.1- 1.2 Torr. The largest contribution to the measured
The tunable sideband spectrometer is well suited for detailed decay rates came from collisional redistribution of energy
lineshape investigations of three and four level systems, and, among internal degrees of freedom of the CH3 F. The contri-
in particular, the effect of the Raman-like processes in a bution to the decay rates from both the known coupling of
three level system. 10-1 internal and translational degrees of freedom and diffusion

The rotational energy of a symmetric top molecule such ofexcited state molecules out of the probe beam w'as small. 6

as CH3 in the rotational state ( J,K) and nondegenerate vi- The decay rates did not have a simple dependenze on pres-
brational state v3 = v is given by sure and their interpretation was complicated by the fact

E,,( JJ() that the TEA laser could pump several K lev.is of the v3,

= B,, J (J + 1) + (A, - B.)K 2 _ Dj", J(J + i)K 2  J = 12 rotational state. It is clear, however, that the use of
- 4 low-pressure Q-switched pulsed lasers, which can populate a

- Di,, I ( + 1)2 DK,K + H. J ( + 1) single K level, and Schottky diode reradiation techniques
+ Hj.Kg J 2(+ 1)2K2  " 1(1 + )K+ + H ,,K., will permit the detailed analysis of the rotational kinetics of

which neglects, in particular, the perturbation of the v3 rota- optically pumped molecules.
tional levels by the v. levels. The line centers of the I = 7-8 Superfluorescence directly from the J = 12 level was
and J = 12-13 series of transitions were fitted to E, ( ,K) also observed. The intensity of the superfluorescence de-
for the rotational energies. The best fit to the line centers pended upon the CH, F pressure and upon tuning the TEA
provided values ofDI = 0.0568 ± 0.0005 MHz and laser to pump efficiently the CH., F and did not depend upon
DjA, = 0.517 ± 0.004 MHz. Because of their relatively the frequency of the probe beam. The effect of the super-
small magnitude, significant values of the H parameters fluorescence pulse was to modulate the mixing efficiency of
were not obtained in this experiment. The measurements of the diodes. Figure 3(c) shows a superfluorescence pulse fol-
D., and Djc, lie within the error limits of the values ob- lowed by decay of the absorption of the sideband beam tuned
tained by Freund et al. " and the error limits of the present to the (I, K) = (7,2)--.(8,2) transition. The onset of the
measurement overlap those from the fit by Arimondoet al. ', pulse was coincident with the pump pulse, and the width of
of all data reported by 1978. the superfluorescence pulse was about 400 ns over the pres-

The principal source of error in the determination of the sure range 0.1-0.6 Torr.
line centers was the reproducibility of the submillimeter la- The reradiation of tunable submillimeter sidebands and
ser frequency when the laser was returned to the peak of its their heterodyne detection, which has been demonstrated
gain profile. It was not possible to measure all the frequen- here, has many applications to molecular rotational spec-
cies of the various ( J- 1, K )-4 JK) transitions for a given J troscopy and kinetics. The 300-900 GHz frequency region
before it was necessary to readjust the submillimeter laser. can be completely covered using known submillimeter laser
As a result, the standard deviation of the line center mea- lines. The reradiation technique is capable of very high preci-
surements varied from 0.2 to 0.8 MHz. No significant pres- sion since the Doppler limited linewidths of submillimeter
sure shift was observed over the pressure range of 25-140 frequency rotational transitions are a few megahertz and the
mTorr used in the line center measurements. source can be stabilized to within a few kilohertz. For mole-

To demonstrate that the same mixing techniques could cules which can be optically pumped, the collision induced
be used to investigate the kinetics and relaxation processes in double resonance technique enables one to investigate both
the excited state, the CH3 F was pumped with the TEA laser, excited state rotational transitions which may be otherwise
Three different types of mechanisms were observed: stimu- inaccesible and ground state rotational transitions with
lated emission, collisional energy transfer, and superfluores- much improved sensitivity. Furthermore, the heterodyne re-
cence. Stimulated emission was seen when the (v3, JK) ceiver has been shown to be sufficiently fast to permit the
= (1,12,2)--,(1,11,2) transition was directly driven by the observation of rapid time-dependent population transfer

496-Am CH 3 F laser line. In this case, sidebands of the 496- processes among rotational levels. The cross sections for col-
jim laser line were used as the local oscillator to demodulate lision induced rotational and rotation-vibrational transi-
the transmission of the laser beam. A large stimulated emis- tions can be investigated for any molecule which can be opti-
sion pulse coincident with the pump pulse from the TEA cally pumped. In particular, this technique of double
laser was observed. A graph of the stimulated emission pulse resonance using tunable submillimeter sources is especially
followed by the exponential decay of the absorption of the appropriate for those molecules used in optically pumped
submillimeter laser beam at a CH 3 F pressure of 25 mTorr is submillimeter lasers.
presented in Fig. 3(a). Optical nutation " driven by the We would like to acknowledge the many contributions
pump p-s was not seen since the Rabi flopping frequency of P.E. Tannenwald, B.J. Clifton, and C.D. Parker.
was much higher than the 30-MHz bandwidth of the IF

S flters.
lp.F. Meodtw, D.M. Lm, $.N. Walpol, ad A. Moorada, Opt. Lett.

The exponential decay of the absorption of sideband 1,1 , (1977).
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